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YELLOW BAY--
A midwestern researcher, who has been seeking a method of biological control of 
snail fever, says it is time to develop practical applications.
Dr. Ben Foote, a professor of biological sciences at Kent State University in 
Ohio, is spending his third summer at the University of Montana Biological Station on 
Yellow Bay studying the life cycles of a family of flies which are called variously, 
marsh flies, swale flies or snail-killing flies.
During the next two years he will develop a practical application of the results 
of this six-year study. Besides, new basic information is beginning to dry up in the 
general subject area he has pursued for the past 12 years, he said.
Dr. Foote will select a farm pond with a known history. He'll introduce some 
snails and some snail-killing flies to the pond and periodically check both populations 
to determine if the flies control the snail population.
He said biological control is welcome to health authorities because it is less 
expensive than chemical spraying and it doesn't upset the balance of nature by putting 
toxic materials into the air and water. It may in time offer control of affids that 
attack plants and ragweed which causes many persons hayfever reactions.
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